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Synopsis
Higher order di�usion modelling (di�usional kurtosis and multi-tissue CSD) of a whole post mortem human brain with excellent tissue
quality was enabled by ultra-high b values from a whole-body 3T scanner with ultra-strong gradients. This was complemented by a novel
gradient nonlinearity correction scheme to interpolate signals onto di�usion shells before estimation of �bre distributions. The brain is
part of the BigBrain initiative, and will undergo an extensive atlasing procedure. This dataset will thus extend the studies possible on the
future BigBrain atlas, allowing investigation into di�usion microstructure imaging and tractography.

Introduction
Di�usion imaging of post mortem human brain can be used to validate di�usion models and tractography, as the tissue can afterwards
undergo histological processing to investigate the biological substrates of the model parameters and �bre tracts 1.
However, di�usion imaging of post mortem tissue is challenging because of reduced di�usivity relative to in vivo, making measurement of in
vivo-equivalent protocols over volumes with whole brain coverage di�cult, especially since post mortem and �xation-driven relaxivity increases
require short di�usion encodings1,2. The larger post mortem delay in human investigations compared to that possible in animal experiments
exacerbates these problems1.
Recently-developed whole-body scanners with ultra-strong gradients 3 can be used to probe post mortem brains at the needed high di�usion
weightings with short di�usion encodings4,5. Here, we show that such scanners allow high di�usion weighting protocols su�cient for higherorder di�usion modelling in post mortem whole human brain. The e�ects of gradient nonlinearity 6 (GNL) on the di�usion encoding are
mitigated by acquiring an extra shell per nominal shell to allow interpolation onto a single shell.
Further, the scanned brain is part of the BigBrain initiative 7 and thus has exceptional tissue quality. It will undergo an extensive histological
atlasing procedure8, allowing for validation of higher order di�usion models and tractography.

Methods
A post-mortem human brain (female, age of death: 73yrs, cause of death: acute respiratory syndrome, post-mortem time before �xation: 7h,
�xation time: 4 months). Tissue acquisition, handling, and �xation were as described previously 7. The brain was transferred to phosphate
bu�ered solution (PBS, pH 7.4) 72h before scanning to remove formaldehyde monomers (which reduce T2 2) from the tissue. For MRI scanning,
the brain was placed in a custom-made head-shaped container �lled with degassed PBS, and exposed to 1 mBar vacuum for 12h to remove air
bubbles.
The brain was scanned on a Siemens 3T Connectom system using a 32ch receive-only head coil. The di�usion protocol was adapted from
Veraart, et al.9: interleaved b = 6, 30 ms/µm2 with 120 and 240 non-colinear di�usion directions, respectively, distributed over the whole
sphere; 2.5 mm isotropic resolution with whole-brain coverage; spin-echo EPI sequence 3; multiband10 2; GRAPPA11 2 ; TE 66 ms; TR 3500 ms;
Gmax 273 mT/m; acquisition time 24 minutes. The whole protocol was repeated with b = 9, 10, 19, 20, 29 ms/µm2 . This gave a multishell
protocol for kurtosis imaging12, and pairs b = (9, 10), (19, 20), (29, 30) to allow b interpolation (see below). The b are approximately 10× in
vivo values13 to account for reduced ex vivo di�usivity2. For susceptibility correction, 10 b = 0 images with opposed phase encoding were
acquired.
Data were denoised14,15, and corrected for susceptibility, motion, and eddy current artefacts16,17,18 using MRtrix319. GNL geometric distortions
(but not di�usion encodings) were corrected using HCP tools20. From the geometric correction, voxelwise gradient deviations L were computed
for di�usion encoding correction6,21 (see below). Di�usion kurtosis maps12 were �tted using the MDT toolbox22.
The normalised signal with di�usion encoding vector q⃗ is:
T

s(Lq⃗, b) = ⟨exp{−b(q⃗ L T DΩ Lq⃗)}⟩Ω ,
where DΩ denotes the di�usion tensor of element Ω of the spin-ensemble in a voxel, and ⟨⋅⟩Ω an average over the ensemble. First-order
2
cumulant expansion23 around b|Lq⃗| = b0 gives

s(Lq⃗, b) ≈ s(q⃗0 , b0 ) exp{−(b|Lq⃗|2 − b0 )d(q⃗0 , b0 )}
where q⃗0

= Lq⃗/|Lq⃗|,
T

s(q⃗0 , b0 ) = ⟨exp{−b0 q⃗0 DΩ q⃗0 }⟩Ω ,
and the pseudo-di�usion coe�cient

d(q⃗0 , b0 ) = s(q⃗0 , b0 )−1 q⃗0 ⟨exp{−b0 q⃗0 DΩ q⃗0 }DΩ ⟩Ω q⃗0 .
T

T

Based on these relations, signals were interpolated to the average of pairs of shells over the whole brain using log-linear �tting in Matlab.
Previous methods24,25 have made a tensor expansion around b = 0, however that only retains angular resolution up to 4th-order26. Our
method retains the angular resolution of the data.
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MRtrix3 was used to calculate �bre orientation distribution functions (fODFs) and tissue segmentations using multi-tissue constrained spherical
deconvolution (MT-CSD)19,27. To evaluate the GNL correction, calculations were performed on both the original data and the interpolated data.

Results

Fig. 1 shows di�usional kurtosis maps computed from the data. The mean MD over the WM segmentation in Fig. 2b is 0.13 µm 2 /ms, compared
to ≈ 1 µm2 /ms in vivo, con�rming that our b selection is appropriate for kurtosis �tting compared to in vivo13.
Figs. 2 and 3 show that MT-CSD gives reasonable results, and that the GNL correction gives slight improvements.

Discussion

Our protocol avoids problems of bSSFP28 and stimulated echo29 based methods, which have ill-de�ned b. It also requires no sequence
changes, unlike segmented-EPI based methods30, and is signi�cantly faster (hours of scanning, not days), minimising interference with the
histology pipeline7. The resolution is coarse compared to previous approaches4,28,29,30, but allows ultra-high b.
The voxelwise e�ects of accounting for GNL in fODF estimation are small, however small e�ects can signi�cantly a�ect tractography and
comparison measures25. Limitations of the MT-CSD algorithm mean voxelwise changes in gradient direction could not be included in the
estimation, and so residual angular errors will remain. This could be mitigated by pseudo-di�usion tensors, which would interpolate signals on
the sphere.

Conclusion

The high maximum b from the ultra-strong di�usion gradients, and excellent tissue quality allowed characterisation of di�usional kurtosis, to
our knowledge for the �rst time, in whole human post mortem brain. This was complemented by a novel GNL correction scheme to interpolate
signals onto di�usion shells before estimation of �bre distributions. This dataset will extend the studies possible on the future BigBrain atlas,
allowing investigation into di�usion microstructure imaging and tractography.
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Figures

Figure 1: Di�usion kurtosis maps. (a) Mean di�usivity (µm2/ms). (b) Fractional anisotropy. (c) Mean kurtosis.
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Figure 2: MT-CSD segmentations. (a) RGB segmentation from MT-CSD with GNL correction. The segmentation clearly distinguishes between the
tissue classes, demonstrating the data quality. (b) Winner-takes-all of the RGB segmentation with GNL correction. (c) Winner-takes-all of the
RGB segmentation without GNL correction. (d) As (b), but with voxels where the segmentation in (c) is di�erent highlighted in cyan. The GNL
corrected segmentation shows a slightly better re�ned cortex.

Figure 3: Animated GIF showing fODFs with and without GNL correction in the frontal lobe. Subtle but distinct di�erences can be seen after
correction.
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